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ACCC MDB Water Inquiry - Stakeholder feedback   

 
Submission  Part A to  ACCC Water Feedback Inquiry,  

We appreciate that at last something may be getting done to rectify / improve  conduct of IIOs, to make 
them accountable,  to bring them into line with what they are actually there for and prevent them for 
riding roughshod over their  family irrigation members. There are so many differing  issues that need to 
be addressed 

The findings of this  inquiry should at the very least, find in favour of an independent regulator or 
government body that IIOs are required to answer to. 

An extensive investigation,  a Senate Inquiry or a Royal Commission should be called into the conduct of 
all  IIOs  and  the members should be returned to the same position  so all members are on a level 
playing field and those who suffered  adverse financially, unfair trading, inequity, denied fair  
competition and discriminated against   over the years of  IIOs  lack of accountability, of ignoring any 
relevant industry codes and not having to  answer to anyone, and just making up the rules as they  go 
along regardless of being  contrary to their Constitution, Water Contracts, the rules of the Water 
Management Act 2000, Water Act 2007,   the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (previously the Trade 
Practices Act 1974),  NWI or the Murray Darling Basin Agreement, of which IIOs are required  to abide. 

For too many years there has been ineffective legislation,  regulation, no  accountability, enforcement or  
compliance activity of IIOs.  

Brief History 

 March 1995  NSW Government privatised the Murray Irrigation area transferred ownership of Murray 
Irrigation, to its irrigator shareholders, separated water from land,  creating a separate business asset. 
Murray Irrigation Limited  (MIL) and other irrigation companies were formed. 

MIL were granted a bulk supply licence, and were  obligated to operate according to terms and 
conditions of the operating licence under the Water Management Act 2000.  

 MIL  established governance arrangements which allow the Company to ‘effectively regulate water use 
on farm, access to landholder’s properties and collect outstanding debts owed to the company.’ Not 
to force some members  to surrender something they  own, their Water Entitlements(WEs). 

We were allocated  shares in MIL and  irrigators were issued with water entitlements based on the 
water allocation  already owned by the irrigators and were told WEs were our valuable asset. [ our asset 
not MIL]. 

The NSW Government made us  the owners  of the Water Entitlements( WEs) with a similar legal 
standing as to a title of land .[ Shares, Water Entitlements and Delivery Entitlements are in the contract 
of sale or purchase of a property.]                                                                                                                 

Licensing and trading under the Water Management ACT 2000  -provide a clearly defined right to access 
water, -separate from land ownership, - issued a certificate of title ,- advised to ensure that you keep 
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your  Certificate in a safe place.  -To remember it has similar legal standing to title for land. - Seek legal 
advice regarding the inclusion of your entitlement in important documents, such as a will. -that they can 
be independently traded, mortgaged and leased,- are granted in perpetuity.   -  are issued separately 
from the approvals to construct water supply works and the approvals to use the  water - are tied to the 
rules in a water sharing plan.[ including Murray Darling Basin Agreement]   and separately from the 
approvals to construct water supply works and  approval to use water( isn’t this what the DE’s are ?)   

Further to being informed by the NSW Government that WEs were our valuable asset,  MIL in both our 
Constitution December 2007 and our Water Entitlements Contract (WEC) informed us that  we were  the 
absolute owners  unless ordered by a Court of competent jurisdiction of the water entitlements and the 
delivery entitlements :-   WEC  cl 2.2.6   &  cl  3A 2.2  and in Constitution cl 2.9   and then putting 
restrictions on something we own. When a farm was purchased or sold the contract included  amount of 
MIL Shares, WEs and DEs. 

May 4th 2007  MIL  on advice of ACCC and guidelines of the Murray Darling Basin Agreement  (MDBA) 
gave us Delivery Entitlements  (DEs) attached to land in proportion to  our WEs, and according to our 
Constitution,  made us the absolute owners of the DEs unless ordered by a court jurisdiction.  

The maximum number of DE’s allowed on the landholding was the Total Farm Water Balance  (TFWB)  
These DEs were  similar to our council rates, which pays for upkeep and maintenance of infrastructure.  
The DEs were annual charges also for the maintenance of the company’s infrastructure for delivery of 
water and  not connected to WEs.   

If we owned 1000 acres and sold 100 acres,  the council could not force us to pay for more than 15 years 
of rates. This  is what MIL and another  seven IIOs did as they were not accountable to anyone. 

From 8/4/08 -30/6/09 Policy made by  MIL [without notice to most members] that forced  surrender of 
DE’s  and payment of a termination fee when selling your  WEs , saying that you could not have more 
DEs than WEs as without water  you would be unable to meet your annual DE payments, yet one 
director had 1000 DEs  without WEs and other directors and members had placed WEs into the non-
member non landholding account prior to the 8/4/08 and these WE s were protected from compulsory 
surrender of DEs and paying the termination fee.  Termination fee was payment of more than 15 years.   

Then 15 May 2008, six weeks later  MIL changed the rules  allowing  more DE’s than the Total Farm 
Water Balance (TFWB)[ contrary to  the policy that you could not have more DEs than Wes]  then gave 
out DE’s to those who requested them.  MIL  allowed one member to accumulate 6500 delivery 
entitlements on a 1100 property with only one wheel. There is no way that MIL could supply that kind of 
water to his farm.   

It should be noted the importance of these  historical policies,  because  it is still having a continued 
adverse and  devastating effect, unfair trading and competition today on the members that were 
discriminated against and forced to terminate their DEs as evidenced by the figures  tabled at end of this 
this submission page 10 and 11.   

 1 July  2009  MIL brings in  early the new ACCC rules prior to September 2009. 

September 2009   ACCC becomes the regulator of  trading and market rules. [Although  MIL brought in 
the new rules  1 July 2009]  
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and regulations [ Since 2008 numerous letters to government agencies all come back with ‘not our 
control, not our department ’   Similarly all the inquiries are the same response ‘ not about IIos].    

Due to IIOs conduct, take trade totally away from IIOs  this would  remove any market manipulation, 
conflict of interest,  impropriety, insider trading, oppressive behavior, discrimination,  and  lack of 
transparency. 

  

IIO should not  be water brokers or  allowed to trade water, or have water,  their governance is to 
deliver the water and they should deal with improving delivery of water. Any water IIOs have should be 
returned to the members. There is no accountability or transparency as to what water IIos have and 
what they do with them. 

 

Alternative do away with IIOs altogether, due to their conduct and  lack of accountability over the years , 
inadequate communication to the irrigators, discrimination and not benefitting and treating all their 
members the same.  Anything but the present system as it is not working, not transparent and not fair 
to all members. 

 

All IIOs Boards should consist of 50% members and 50% non-members,  this would assist  to eliminate  
conflict of interest, impropriety , insider trading and directors voting on policies that are in their interest.    

 

Water should be returned to the land .  separating the water from the land  has caused investors to run 
up the price of the water,  as their aim is the higher the price the higher their profit, thus putting  the 
price out of the reach of the farmer. In hindsight separating water from land was a mistake but this can 
be rectified.  

The government needs to buy the water from investors,  which have caused  distortion in the market 
escalating the price out of the reach of some irrigators that water is essential for their lively hood and 
return to the land  where it belongs and this would help eliminate a lot of the impropriety, inequity, 
greed, lack of transparency, market manipulation and insider trading. [Some may say how can the water 
be brought back but  shares in Ricegrowers and Murray Goulburn and both brought back the shares 
whether you  wanted to sell or not]. 

Some IIOs do not even have a disputes panel where a member can complain to.   

 

Improving trade processes and market transparency 
The ACCC considers practical changes to trade processing are needed to improve the quality and 
timeliness of core market data  
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During that period  38698 WEs were transferred without DEs $13,201,569.00, 

                     yet only 25614 WEs paid the termination fee         $  8,518,000.00  

                this meant 13084 WEs did not pay                                 $  4,351,084.20, these members 
were allowed the ongoing benefit of using this money  and gained the ongoing benefit from the 
efficiency program,  denied to those that were forced to terminate.  [We do not know why 
some  members did not have to terminate.]   

The first point of ongoing is the $8,518,000.00,  we were all forced to pay, has the  ongoing 
effect as we were denied this money for our use and benefits over the years and if invested the 
interest we would have benefitted by would have paid the annual access fee.  

The most important  point  of the ‘ongoing effects’ MIL’s conduct involves wider implications 
for competition. Every year since 2009 some members have benefited by the efficiency water 
program and denied to the members who were forced to terminate and pay the fee do not, this 
is denying them fair competition and sharing in this water. 

 The 25614 DEs [ based on the 2008/09 figures]  forced to be terminated denied the ability to 
use this efficiency water to use on crops or for stock but also denied the option to sell the water 
and utilize the money on their farms or to reduce debt.    

Specific examples  of some  members being discriminated against, restraint of competition and 
of the ongoing effect  re the efficiency allocation and water sharing 

Year                             allocation                       no.                       price                ongoing costs denied 

2009  December      4%   of  25614 DEs         1024.56             $192.00   =       $ 196,606.00                  

2010   May                7%   of  25614  DEs        1792.98             $  90.00    =      $ 161,280.00   

2010  December       6%  of  25614  DEs        1536.84              $ 30.50   =       $    46,873.62 

2011  May                 16% of  25614  DEs        4098.24              $   1.50    =      $       6,147.36 

2011  December      18% of  25614  DEs         4610.52             $  20.00  =       $     92,210.40 

2012 May                  19% of 25614  DEs            256.14               $    5.00   =      $       4,866.66 

2012 December        7%  of  25614 DEs           1792.98              $  40.00  =       $     71,719.20 

2013 May                   7%  of  25614  DEs          1792.98              $  56.00  =       $   100,406.88 

2013 December         6%  of  25614 DEs           1536.84             $  82.50  =       $   126,789.30 

2014 May                    12%  of 25614  DEs         3073.68             $ 45.50  =        $   139,852.44                        

2014 December          0% 

2015  May                   2%  of 25614  DEs              512.28            $162.59  =        $     83,245.50 

2015  December        3%   of 25614  DEs              768.42            $265.00  =        $  207,473.40  
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2016  May    unable to obtain these figures  

2016 December          3%  of 25614  DEs              768.42            $162.00  =         $ 124,484.04 

2017 May                     3%  of 25614  DEs               768.42           $ 11.50  =          $      8.836.83 

2017 December          3%  of  25614 DEs               768.42           $ 104.50 =         $    68,773.59 

2018 May                     8%  of 25614 DEs               2049.12          $ 160.00  =        $  393,431.04 

2018 December          5%  of 25614 DEs               1280.70           $ 459.00  =         $  576,315.00 

2019  May                    10% of 25614 DEs              2561.40          $635.00  =          $1,626,489.00 

2019  December          2% of 25614  DEs                 512.28          $817.00   =         $  418,532,76      

Total for 2019   $ 2,045,021.76 

Access annual  fees for  2019  on these 25614  DEs @  $6.57  would have been  $168,283.98  
Therefore $2,045,021.76  minus access fee $168,283.98  leaving a balance of $1,876,737.80  of  
‘ongoing effects’  denied because of MIL’s  conduct and affecting competition and denying 
these members the right to share in this water or financially benefit.  

Almost $ 1.9 million dollars for one year,  is a lot  effecting  fair and equitable  competition. 

Then looking at the other side of the coin the 21757 WEs  total  that were also sold during the 
forced termination  15 month period, [should have terminated and paid ], and did not 
terminate DEs or  pay the termination fee [figures as explained above ] then for 2019  they 
would  benefit by  the 10%  & 2%  efficiency  water calculated  by 21757 WEs  which is 2610.84 
@  $635.00 = $ 1,657,883.40 less the delivery entitlement access fee  21757 @  $6.57 = 
$142,943.49 therefore these WEs owners benefitted by the amount of $1,514,940.10 over and 
above the $1,876,737.80 that the owners of the WEs forced to terminate missed out on. 

Over  $1 .5   million dollars for one year, is another example of how unfair  and inequitable the 
competition is because of this policy change and this needs to be rectified. 

Another point of contention on the forced termination of DEs and payment of termination fee 
was that if irrigators paid  MIL’s  invoices by the  due date then a 10%  discount  was applied.  
Those forced to terminate were denied this 10% discount this amounts to $931,400.00. Once 
again this was discrimination against some members.   

Thank you for bringing this to light as over the years IIos have not had to answer to any one, 
and have been accountable to no-one, and with time this has escalated to depremental  and 
adverse effects on some of the members, who the IIOs  seem to have forgotten that they are 
there to govern for all their members. 

This is Part A of our submission and Part B will follow. 

Joy Boucher, Narelle Pratt and Jamie Park 

Any queries, or request for further evidence phone  
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